Work rate-dependent lactate kinetics after exercise in humans.
Arterial blood lactate concentrations were measured on 19 subjects before, during, and after a 3-min bicycle exercise at several work rates, and the concentrations during the recovery phases were fitted to a biexponential time function consisting of a rapidly increasing and a slowly decreasing component. Highly significant correlations with the work rate of the exercise preceding the recovery were found for all the parameters of the fitted equation. The two velocity constants show inverse linear relationships, whereas the other parameters vary according to a definite power function. A functional meaning has been given to the two velocity constants, namely the ability of the tissues to exchange and to remove lactate. For the group of subjects studied, after exercises at work rates below about 3.5 W/kg, the tissue's ability to utilize, and possibly to exchange lactate, increases over values generally reported for resting conditions, whereas after exercises at higher work rates the inverse occurs. Lactate kinetics during recovery appear to be the result of two underlying processes, one enhancing the ability of the tissues to exchange and remove lactate and the other restraining it.